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Green fund legislation to be revived in ASB Senate
BY JACOB BATTE
thedmnews@gmail.com

The Associated Student Body
Senate will once again view legislation in support of the green
fund tonight.
The initial legislation brought
up in late November saw a setback after making it to the desk of
ASB president Taylor McGraw,
who vetoed the legislation.
McGraw said “mandatory student fees for narrow purposes”
was his greatest concern.
Looking back on his decision,
McGraw said he does not really
consider it as a veto, as he sent
the legislation back to the committee with notes. He also contacted Taylor Cook, the most
visible student proponent of the
green fund.
“What I told them was that a lot
of the unknowns in the original
resolution needed to be worked
out before Senate, or I, rubber
stamped it,” McGraw said.
McGraw also said he wants it
known that he is in favor of the
legislation, having spoken with
some administrators about how
they can make it work. Before
the break, McGraw said he spent
some time with Cook, Zach Jarjoura and several senators to
work on it.
Senator Will Bedwell, co-author of the legislation, said the
main change is how the options
for funding were listed.
“Instead of passing it with
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Above students volunteer to help spread sustainability to the Grove. Legislation on the green fund will be on the floor of the Associated Student Body Senate tonight.

three options like last time, we
now only have one option,” he
said.
The new funding model will
consist of $4 added to each student’s tuition, though students
may be able to opt out, and the
university will match dollar per
dollar.
“They made some changes
and have sent me a good-looking
copy,” McGraw said. “I think all

the right changes are in there.”
Bedwell said he believes this
bill is just as strong as the last,
and he also said he believes the
bill will pass through the Senate
and Taylor’s desk.
The campus-wide Green Fund
proposition that passed in November would have been supported by a student fee of $5
to $12, which would be used to
make the campus a more sustain-

able environment.
The project will invest in renewable energy and help fund
energy efficiency and sustainability projects created by students,
faculty and staff, according to the
initiative’s website.
Specific projects the green
fund favors include installing energy-efficient lighting, retrofitting
systems in existing buildings to
make them more energy efficient,

weatherizing existing buildings
and installing SmartSync meters
in all campus buildings, which
monitor energy usage in order to
help reduce electricity usage.
In late October, 85 percent of
the 2,433 students who voted on
the green fund voted in favor of
the proposition.
For more information on the
Green Fund, visit http://olemissgreenfund.org/.

Screening of PBS documentary on Ole Miss students tonight

University cuts
commuter parking

BY JON HAYWOOD
thedmnews@gmail.com

Citizens impact their communities across the country in
positive ways every day. Often
those stories don’t get told.
Not In Our Town is a group
that empowers people to fight
hate and intolerance in their
communities.
The group, which is headquartered in Oakland, provides assistance to communities holding dialogues between
groups that are having conflicts.
It helps citizens brainstorm
possible responses to intoler-

inside

ance and also screen films on
the work of other communities.
The Not In Our Town video
team has produced over 45
films on work of everyday people looking to make positive
impacts on their communities.
The group’s latest documentary focuses on the efforts of
several University of Mississippi students and faculty as they
peacefully counter-protested
the Ku Klux Klan before a
LSU football game at home
during Fall 2009.
ASB president and One
Mississippi member Taylor
McGraw was one of the many
students who participated in
the counter-protest of the
KKK.
“I’m mostly looking forward

ASB hopes to kick
off February the right
way
P. 5

to seeing it (the documentary)
and seeing some familiar faces,” he said.
At tonight’s panel, McGraw
expects to reflect back on his
experience during the peaceful counter-protest and to talk
about current issues affecting
Ole Miss students.
The documentary focuses on
then-Ole Miss students Melissa Cole, Jake McGraw, Artair
Rogers and Chancellor Dan
Jones.
One Mississippi member
Toran Dean said she doesn’t
want anyone to be afraid to
stand up against social injustices, whether internationally
or in their own backyards.
“Anyone coming to see the
documentary should come
with an open heart and an

open mind,” she said.
The university is hosting an
advanced screening of the film
“Not In Our Town: Class Actions” tonight in the Overby
Center auditorium at 6:30
p.m.
The film will be followed by
a panel discussion moderated
by Ben Guest, program manager of the Mississippi Teacher Corps.
Panel members are Chancellor Jones, Susan Glisson, executive director of the William
Winter Institute, McGraw and
Dean.
The film also features segments on the work of communities in California and Indiana.
The film airs nationally on
PBS at 9:30 p.m. on Feb. 13.

Scholtz sets the tone
atop the Rebel Netters’ lineup
P. 7

BY DM STAFF REPORTS
thedmnews@gmail.com

Students who regularly park
on the Gertrude Ford Boulevard
parking lot across the street from
the Athletics Department headquarters need to seek a new spot
effective today, according to the
Office of Facilities Planning.
Commuters are urged to seek
parking along Old Taylor Road
or in the Ford Center and depot
parking lot. Commuters may
also use the South Lot and ride
the OUT bus into campus. For
the time being, any decal is valid
for the South Lot.
A central mechanical plant
building will be built on the site
of the closed parking lot, with an
anticipated completion date of
2013.

Lafayette’s Jeremy
Liggins commits to
LSU
P. 12
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Let’s get healthy Mississippi

BY ADAM
BLACKWELL
ablackwe@
olemiss.edu

As of 2011, Mississippi was the
most obese state in the nation.
That makes six years that Mississippi has garnered this “honor.”
Yet, we see that the state of Mississippi and its leadership have not
come up with a sustainable, successful plan to reverse this trend.
Sure, former Gov. Haley Barbour attempted to do something
with “Let’s go Walkin’ Mississippi.” And while the program
earned some success, did it really
accomplish any far-reaching, major goals? Newly elected Gov.
Phil Bryant recently endorsed a
program from the Mississippi Restaurant Association, “Eat Healthy
Mississippi,” aimed at helping citizens find healthy eating options
and restaurants in their area.
I hope this program finds success, but I have my doubts.
Our leadership must realize that
the health of Mississippians is a

serious policy issue that needs to
be addressed quickly. We cannot
continue to create careless, impersonal websites and programs
that offer ideas and advice. The
state leadership needs to become
visible; leaders need to get out in
their communities and promote
a healthy lifestyle; they need to
endorse local programs and community organizations that help
citizens and their health.
While I believe government
support is helpful and needed, I
am not advocating for an all-out
government takeover of citizens’
lifestyles.
We need the government to
promote and support grassroots
programs in local communities.
For example, Linda Fondren of
Vicksburg, owns a gym and fitness
center called Shape Up Sisters
and spearheaded a community
program called “Shape Up Vicks-

burg.” Fondren was honored as a
CNN Hero in 2010, and since the
start of “Shape Up Vicksburg,”
the community has lost over
15,000 pounds.
Imagine what Fondren and other local community activists could
do if the government of Mississippi supported them, or if they
were given the resources to create
programs like this that stretched
farther across the state.
While leaders need to reach the
entire community, children are especially important. Children represent the next generation of this
state, and they need to be healthy.
Why do we continue to feed our
children unhealthy, processed
lunches at school? Why can’t we
serve more fresh (not canned)
fruits and vegetables and grilled
or broiled foods, instead of fried
foods? Maybe schools could even
grow their own organic gardens to

use in lunches, where the students
could take care of the garden. It
would be a learning experience
and helpful to the school.
I realize these policy proposals I’m suggesting take time and
money. However, all serious policy
issues need time and money.
The state of Mississippi must
make food and health policy a serious issue; it must take priority. If
the state does not show value and
concern, why would its citizens?
A healthy Mississippi is a prosperous Mississippi. So write your
state legislators, call your local
city officials, call the governor
and tell them we want a healthy
Mississippi, and we want them to
take us seriously.
Adam Blackwell is a sophomore public policy leadership major from Natchez. Follow him on Twitter @AdamBlackwell1.

Cat-calls: rude comments that yield no results

BY LEXI
THOMAN
alexandria.thoman@
gmail.com

Chances are, most women reading this column are no strangers to
a phenomenon that I find rather
ridiculous. No matter how often it
happens, it still makes me feel uncomfortable, self-conscious and
sometimes, even threatened.
What is this phenomenon, you
ask? It is the “catcall” – the seemingly harmless whistle that certain
“breeds” of men use when they
think a passing girl is attractive, or
when they just want to be obnoxious.
Interestingly enough, however,
the Merriam-Webster Dictionary
gives “catcall” a definition that is the
complete opposite of what the typical college student probably thinks.
The dictionary defines the word as
follows: “Cat-call: n. a loud or raucous cry made especially to express
disapproval (as at a sports event).”
Needless to say, when a man catcalls a woman, it is pretty safe to assume that he does not “disapprove”
of what he sees, like MerriamWebster’s definition suggests. To no

surprise, a quick consult of Urban
Dictionary, an online dictionary
that defines colloquial slang, yields a
completely different result.
Its definition is as follows: “Catcall: n. When a guy gives the wert
whirl whistle or yells at a ‘babydoll’
for the purpose of getting attention
and in hopes of a future hookup.
This is usually done out of the window of a car.”
I, for one, find the second definition to be far more accurate.
As a woman, I cannot even begin
to surmise as to why some guys feel
compelled to catcall at passing girls.
Let’s face it, a whistle isn’t going to
have the ladies clamoring for a hookup. From what I have observed, in
fact, they tend to repel women more
than they attract them.
Catcalls are by no means a purely
American thing. In fact, in my experience, Latin America makes the catcalls of American men sound rather
pathetic. Out of the three countries
in which I have lived — the United
States, Ecuador and now Brazil —

the men of Rio de Janeiro certainly
take it to a whole new level. While
walking down the street, I can expect to hear “gostosa,” “beleza” or
some kind of whistle, kiss or growl,
several times out of men aged anywhere between 10 and 110.
I have been told in the past by
various people that I overreact, that
I should just ignore the catcalls and
not let them bother me. But they
do, and ignore them as I may, some
guys really do manage to put me on
edge.
While talking to my friend’s Brazilian girlfriend this past weekend, she
gave me an interesting perspective
that caught me a little off guard.
“When I was studying in Berlin, I
never thought I’d miss the catcalls,
but I did,” she said. “I felt like the
guys didn’t think I was attractive because they never whistled at me on
the street.”
While some people might point at
this situation and say, “Look! See? It
is a compliment, not disrespect!,” I
beg to differ.
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Not to step on my soap box, but
I believe that if telling a girl she is
attractive is to be considered and
perceived as a compliment, it must
be done in a dignified manner, and
catcalls do not fall into this category.
A “compliment” should leave her
feeling pretty and confident in herself, not leave a girl feeling dirty or
like a piece of meat.
The fact that my Brazilian friend
had come to expect this behavior
and felt unattractive in its absence
was beyond me.
Now, I know that one opinion column will not change a social phenomenon. But gentlemen, instead
of hooting at a girl the next time you
are out on the Square, try walking
up to her and telling her she looks
gorgeous instead.
At the very least, it will get you
further than a catcall, and set you
apart from the rest.
Lexi Thoman is junior international
studies and Spanish double-major from St.
Louis.
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It’s hard out here for a Republican

BY ALEC JONES
Jonesalexander18@gmail.com

Voters take their issues pretty seriously. There are family
values, the economy, the Constitution, taxes and personal
freedom, just to name a few.
This is largely why the Republican Party has surged in the
past few years, and 2012 was
supposed to shake things up
even more.
Despite all the force behind the GOP, it somehow
chose incredibly unimpressive
candidates. The party once
known for the Reagan Revolution just doesn’t have much
going for it. Sure, there’s the
Tea Party, but we’re still paying for a decade and a half of
bad decisions.
Let’s be honest, being a Republican this year is like being
single in your 30s: You’ve had
better but you’re just going to

have to settle. Since Ole Miss
is not only extremely conservative but also has tons of
people who pretty much just
want to get married, allow me
to continue the analogy with
the Republican options.
First, the irrelevant candidates. There’s Gary Johnson,
the former governor of New
Mexico. The GOP invited him
to a few debates but eventually
your parents — the media —
stopped allowing you to hang
out with Johnson, probably
because he’s pro-marijuana.
Maybe Johnson could have
worked, but since the GOP
started ignoring him he’s
joined the Libertarian Party.
Then there’s Buddy Roemer, the person whose face
you’ve seen but literally had
no idea what his name was.
The former congressman
from Louisiana won’t accept
donations greater than $100,
so he’s pretty much asking to
be forgotten.
Speaking of money, there’s
Mitt Romney, the loaded,
charming person everyone
says you should like. Rom-

ney’s the Jay Gatsby of politics
without all the alcohol-laden
parties. That’s also his downfall; despite how popular he is,
he’s so secretive it’s creepy.
He’s been married to his
high school sweetheart for 40
years, which looks good compared to Newt Gingrich. But
in all honesty, Romney has
had an open marriage with
conservatism for decades.
When you look at his stances
on abortion, TARP, the second amendment and health
care mandates, you see why
his nickname is Obamney.
Of course, there’s Rick Santorum, whose continued presence no one can figure out. It’s
probably because he’s the nice
person who goes to church every week that Grandma loves
but seems to have a lot of
personal issues. He acts like a
decent person but it’s hard to
take someone seriously when
they talk like there’s a question mark at the end of every
other sentence.
Gingrich is the crazy ex of
the Republican Party that it
just can’t get rid of. He’s a ge-

nius and would probably accomplish a lot. He was even
Speaker of the House — in
1994. This guy should be
playing golf in Myrtle Beach,
not campaigning for president
there. True conservatives seem
to trust him a lot more when
he’s not in politics, anyway.
Finally, there’s Ron Paul,
who’s like the person without
a Facebook because of how
much the media ignores the
guy. He’s been around forever, but his consistency is why
he’s especially relevant. It’s his
third time trying to be president, and he’s still the only
person who takes his vow to
uphold the Constitution seriously.
He’s the only candidate who
treats us like adults, has never
compromised his values and
speaks to us with common
sense. He’s difficult because
he’s always right. Americans
continue to bash Gingrich because, naturally, people hate
to admit when they’re wrong.
Perhaps Paul’s wisdom explains why he has more support from members of the

military than all the other
candidates combined, making
the people who say his foreign
policy isn’t aggressive enough
just look foolish.
Gingrich is the most conservative candidate, but everyone
says Republicans should write
him off because he’s not photogenic, a smooth talker, filthy
rich and because his suits look
like they came from the clearance rack at JCPenney. Paul’s
no Reagan, but Americans
are essentially choosing of
their own free will to be like
the mom in that movie “The
Notebook,” which I swear I’ve
never seen.
This election is basically an
arranged marriage in which
we’re pretty depressed about
our ultimate option of Romney vs. Obama; it’s not the
most romantic story ever, but
that’s politics. At least 2012
is a wake-up call. Huntsman
2016, anybody?
Alec Jones is a junior accountancy major from Catonsville, Md.
“Like” him at facebook.com/thealecjones.
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Local schools save money through green initiative
BY MARIDANE HEWES
maridaneh@gmail.com

The Oxford and Lafayette
County school systems have
found a way to save money in
an economy that has everyone
looking for ways to save a buck
or two.
Over the past two years,
eight schools in Oxford and
Lafayette County have participated in the TVA Green
School Initiative Program,
which involves making behavioral changes to save electricity. There are 12 steps the
schools complete throughout
the program.
“Teachers and students

participate in various energy
saving activities, which has increased energy usage,” Brian
Harvey, Oxford School District’s interim superintendent,
said.
The TVA Green School
Initiative program is a pilot
program being tried in various schools. It includes an
adult team that is composed
of a lead teacher, a custodian,
an administrator and another
teacher. The adult team then
chooses the green team, which
is made up of students, to help
them.
After the teams are chosen,
they learn about energy –
what it is, how it is used and

how to save it. They are even
provided with a toolkit, which
contains
energy-auditing
tools. The students learn how
to use them and then audit
their school and come up with
their own energy-saving plan.
One of the easiest activities
includes making sure the lights
are turned off when the room
or hallway is not being used.
The savings are calculated
at the end of the first fiscal
year, and 50 percent of the
savings go back to the schools.
This helps the energy budgets
decrease, and it allows more
money to be used for the students. The Oxford and Lafayette County schools saved

$26,000 in just the first year.
“The TVA has been excited
about it, and in the first year,
there were 21 schools in the
whole program, and by the
second year there were 80,”
Alisa Fye, a TVA participant,
said.
There has already been talk
about expanding the program,
according to Fye.
The process for deciding
what schools to expand to involves the local power distributor and TVA representatives
who contact the schools to see
if they are interested.
Ole Miss was chosen to be
a Green Campus School by
the same nonprofit organiza-

tion that chose the Oxford
and Lafayette County schools
for the TVA Green School
Initiative Program. Ole Miss
was chosen over a number of
other schools because of its
Outstanding
Sustainability
Program.
The TVA Green School Initiative Program costs the participating schools nothing. It
is funded by TVA and the Alliance to Save Energy, a nonprofit organization in Washington, D.C., and the original
creators of the plan. For more
information about TVA and
the Green Power Switch, visit
http://www.tva.com/greenpowerswitch/.

Experience OMazing: second annual event explores diversity
BY KAITIE HARRISON
kaitieharrison@gmail.com

University of Mississippi
students will have the opportunity to be placed in an
environment where they can
explore their perspectives and
opinions about people seemingly different from themselves.
Students can do this by participating in the three-day
OMazing Race.

Bradley Baker, interim director of campus programming, said the events are open
to everyone.
“The students participating are from diverse backgrounds,” he said. “We may
have a student on campus for
their first semester from another country, while we may
have a student that is from
right here in Oxford.”
Working in diverse groups
and engaging in intimate dia-

logue encourages the participants to learn to be respectful
and appreciative of characteristics that make people seem
different from one another,
experience personal growth
by stepping outside their comfort zones and share their experiences with others.
In order to participate in
the race, students are also required to attend every meeting and function and must be
able and willing to engage in

physical activities.
“One of the main goals of
this event is to bring people
together who would not normally spend time together,”
Baker said.
Freshman engineering major Evie Holman said it’s
important to have groups of
people from all different backgrounds.
“Personal information such
as sexuality, religion and ethnicity are kind of taboo so it’s
a good opportunity to let all
those guards down and work
for a common goal,” Holman
said.
Holman also said the experience far outweighs the prize.
“Getting your name engraved on a brick on the Walk
of Champions and winning
money is really exciting, but
being able to be yourself without judgment and working together with people you probably wouldn’t meet is far more
rewarding,” Holman said.
Baker said the department
of campus programming is
hopeful for another success.
“We are looking forward to
this event being a success just
as it was last year,” he said.
“We hope that the bonds they
make through this event continue well after the OMazing
Race.”
If accepted to the race,
there is a mandatory orientation that will cover the score

of the entire event on March
21 at 6 p.m. in the Student
Union Ballroom. On March
23 at 5 p.m., the event will
open with an orientation and
dinner, followed by a cultural
mapping exercise. On the final
day, March 24 at 1 p.m., there
will be a three-hour scavenger
hunt with a first place $2,000
grand prize, and the winning
students will have their names
engraved on a brick on the
Walk of Champions.
Team members consist of
different ethnic backgrounds,
genders, religions, sexual orientations and other descriptive attributes and interests.
“I think it’s a great way for
students to get out of their
comfort zones and find out
about everyone else’s backgrounds,” Baker said.
Students can apply to participate in the race at www.
omazingrace.com until Friday, Feb. 24 at 5 p.m.
A selection committee will
choose 20 teams with four
members on each team, and
will notify selected participants by email Monday, Feb.
27.
The department of campus
programming, the William
Winter Institute for Racial
Reconciliation, the Ole Miss
Alumni Association, Papa
John’s Pizza and the Ole Miss
Parents Association will sponsor the race.
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ASB hopes to
kick off February
off the right way

BY JACOB BATTE
thedmnews@gmail.com

The Associated Student
Body at the University of Mississippi is encouraging students to be “good.” For 21
days, at least.
The first major of initiative from the ASB in 2012 will
start tomorrow.
The challenge, “21 Days of
Good,” is a challenge for students to complete something
ASB deputy chief of staff Katie Smith describes as easily
doable. The task hopes to foster increased personal interaction among the student body,
Smith said.
ASB
president
Taylor
McGraw said he is excited to
see the initiative in action.
“We’ve done some cool stuff
with ASB this year, but ‘21
Days of Good’ has the potential to be the coolest,” he said.
“The challenges should be fun
for the students, and we have
some great prizes. I really
hope a lot of students participate.”
Students who complete the
daily challenges will be eligible to win prizes ranging from
free t-shirts to Apple products,
Smith said. The more challenges a student completes,
the better prizes he or she will
be entered to win.
The challenges sound simple
enough, ranging from introducing yourself to a classmate
you’ve never met before or going out of you way to thanking a professor or university
employe.
The event will run through
the month of February, with
the challenges being announced each morning during
the week.
Students will be able to find
the daily challenges to be
“good” on the ASB cabinet’s
facebook page, the ASB website, www.olemiss.edu/asb or
by following @OleMissASB
on Twitter, Smith said.
To be eligible for prizes, visit
the ASB Office in Union 404
to pick up a worksheet to fill
out regarding your participation in the daily challenges.
“We hope that everyone will
join us in doing good for the
next 21 days,” Smith said.
“You’ll get closer to people,
help make Ole Miss an even
better place and get a chance to
win prizes. Why not (join)?”
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Testing help for Miss. students working
JACKSON, Miss. (AP) —
Concerted efforts to make
sure Mississippi high school
seniors pass state tests needed to graduate appear to be
paying off.
The number of letters state
Department of Education
officials sent home warning
parents their children were
in danger of not graduating
has fallen more than 42 percent from last year.
The state Department of
Education in November sent
letters to the parents of 1,889
seniors who still need to pass
at least one of the state subject area tests.
In February, similar letters
went out to parents of 3,295
students, about a third of
them in special education.
Students’ failure to pass
one or more of the state tests
is the most common reason
for not meeting graduation
requirements.
That was almost true for
Jane Ross’ daughter, Beth,
who graduated last year from
Calhoun City High School.
Beth is profoundly deaf
and has a cochlear implant.
In spite of working to overcome a language delay, she
earned top grades, Jane Ross
said. Beth was a cheerleader
and played sports.
She also played in the band
in junior high school. She
was voted “most beautiful”
last year.
Jane Ross said her daughter excelled at everything she
tried except one test.
When she first took the
English II test, Beth was less
than 10 points shy of a passing grade.
On her second try, Beth
missed the mark by one point.
The margin, and Beth’s frustration, grew with each subsequent try.
“It was so very, very important to us that she get that
diploma,” Jane Ross said of
herself and her husband,
Perry.
“I knew that without that,
she’s already got a tremendous battle, just with the disability. But to limit her by not

having a high school diploma,
which she deserved with that
high grade-point average ...
she had earned it.”
With the state tests, most
students still are tripped up
by English II, particularly the
grammar portion of the multiple choice test and reading
comprehension, said James
Mason, the state Department
of Education’s director of
student assessment.
At schools across the state,
tutoring is offered before and
after school so students can
get help in the subjects in
which they struggle.
Some schools offer remediation during the day for
students struggling with the
standardized tests.
In DeSoto County schools,
the state’s largest district,
specialists from the central
office work with teachers on
strategies and plans to help
students, said Jennifer Weeks,
assistant superintendent of
academic education.
Remediation sessions are
held for larger groups of students, and they’re sometimes
bused to different schools for
academic help.
Teachers in the district
work before, during and after school, using their lunch
breaks and planning periods
to work with students, Weeks
said.
“We feel like these efforts
are paying off and have been
very successful,” Weeks said.
Online credit recovery is
offered in Jackson Public
Schools for students struggling, as well as another computer-based program called
Study Island so students can
receive targeted remediation.
JPS also offers remediation
over the summer, said Greta
Terry, assistant superintendent for high schools.
Those options are available to all students, she said.
Special education students
also have a certified teacher
who works with their regular
teachers and offers targeted
support during the day.
In McComb, students spend
a day or two before testing

at remediation boot camps,
focusing on different skills,
said Betty Wilson-McSwain,
director of curriculum and
federal programs.
A reading class also has
been added at the high
school level. Students who
had scored minimal or basic
on the MCT2 prior to high
school are enrolled for extra
help.
McComb School District also has partnered with
Head Start and local private
day care centers “looking
at what’s being done from
birth to 5 to better prepare
our students when they enter
school,”
Wilson-McSwain
said.
The district is a candidate
to be an Excel by 5 community, a program that recognizes communities that work
to foster learning skills and
development of children before they enter kindergarten.
“We’re looking at root
causes,” she said.
McComb officials also are
addressing an achievement
gap affecting black males and
finding ways to better meet
that group’s academic needs.
This year notices were sent
earlier so any students could
be tested in December instead of having to wait for
the seniors-only testing date
in late March, said James
Mason, the department’s director of student assessment.
Earlier notice also allowed
more time for students’
schedules to be adjusted in
the new semester for remediation classes and other
school-based help.
The state Department of
Education also has held boot
camps for teachers, reaching
a couple hundred of them,
and best practices workshops
for district leaders to help
them focus their remediation
efforts, Mason said.
Remediation
activities,
such as videos and other
materials, are on the department’s website.
Students who don’t pass the
tests and are unable to graduate can continue retaking

the tests. In DeSoto County
and some other districts, remediation is still offered for
them.
Those who have failed
three times by one point
“can apply to demonstrate
mastery through an alternative assessment process that
utilizes a portfolio of student
work,” Mason said. He said
he knows of one or two students who have qualified and
chosen that method.
With Beth, “we had done
everything possible to prepare her for this test,” Jane
Ross said. “She was tutored
there in school, she was tutored after school, she went
to extra speech classes at Ole
Miss.”
Beth also took the English
II class a second time at another school in the district.
By December 2010, Beth had
taken the test six times.
Beth had asked that no one
walk in and out of the room
as she took the test because
it was too distracting. But
an auditor walked in and sat
behind her, sometimes making noise, Jane Ross said.
Furious, Ross said she likely
spoke harshly to school officials about what happened.
The family prepared for the
worst.
That January, Beth began
preparing to take the English
II test a seventh time. Then
she learned she had earned
the exact score needed to
pass.
Beth is now enrolled in
community college and making straight A’s, Jane Ross
said. Jane Ross admitted she
is bitter from her daughter’s
experience with the tests.
The goal behind battling
for her daughter, Jane Ross
said, “was to get her to a
point with a diploma, get her
to college, get her educated so
that she can support herself
and be a taxpayer instead of
sitting somewhere drawing a
check.
“I didn’t want her to be a
burden to taxpayers. That
wasn’t going to be good for
her or for anybody else.”

Alice & Co.
Hair • Nails • Skin
1729 University Avenue • 234-3896
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Giants vs. Patriots II worth four-year wait
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) -Here we go again.
Four years after what many
consider the best finish in Super Bowl history, the Giants
and Patriots are facing off
once more for the NFL championship. While there are no
perfect records on the line
this time, this matchup could
be equally enticing.
It certainly looks that way
heading into Sunday’s big
game. In 2008, with New
England undefeated and having beaten New York in the
regular-season finale, the Patriots were 12-point favorites.
The spread now is 3, and the

Giants beat them during the
season.
Both teams are on quite a
roll, too. The Patriots (15-3)
have won 10 straight - it was
18 in a row in `08 - and the
Giants (12-7) have five consecutive victories.
All of which matters not a
bit, according to Bill Belichick,
who will tie a record for head
coaches with his fifth Super
Bowl appearance.
“I’ve been asked about that
game for several days now.
All of the games in the past
really don’t mean that much
at this point,” said Belichick,
3-1 in NFL title games. “This

game is about this team this
year. There aren’t really a
lot of us coaches and players who were involved in that
game, and very few players, in
relative terms, between both
teams. We are where we are
now, and we’re different than
where we were earlier in the
season. The Giants are where
they are now, and I think
they’re different than where
they were at different points
of the season. To take it back
years and years before that,
I don’t think it has too much
bearing on anything.”
The loss still reverberates
for former Patriots linebacker

Rosevelt Colvin.
“It was like getting punched
in the stomach,” he said. “I
still can’t watch the highlights
from that game because of
the opportunity we missed
out on was so grand
Having come this far before is immeasurably helpful,
according to Justin Tuck, the
leader of the Giants’ defense
whose return to health and
form has keyed New York’s
resurgence. He says the experience of four years ago in the
Arizona desert will benefit everyone.
“The only thing that I tell
the younger guys is make

football football,” Tuck said.
“Don’t make this game bigger
than it has to be. Everybody
around you is going to make
it bigger, but we have to concentrate on why we’re going
out there. There’s going to be
a lot of parties.
There’s going to be a lot of
people pulling at your coattail. Listen, if you go out there
and you handle your business
and you win this game, you
can party all you want to after
that.
“For me, personally, the first
time I went to a Super Bowl I
approached it as such - as a
once in a lifetime thing.”

PHOTOS BY PHILLIP WALLER | The Daily Mississippian

Meet the Rebels:
Baseball
TOP LEFT: A young baseball fan gets some memorabilia signed by members of the Ole Miss
baseball team. The team met and signed posters for fans before the men’s basketball game
against South Carolina. TOP RIGHT: Baseball head coach Mike Bianco greets fans as he
signs posters at Meet the Diamond Rebs before the recent men’s basketball game against
South Carolina. Hundreds of eager fans lined up for the opportunity to meet this year’s team.
BOTTOM: Outfielder Senquez Golson signs a poster for a fan at Meet the Diamond Rebs, a
meet and greet sponsored by the team to allow fans to talk with players before the baseball
season begins.

University Weight Management Clinic, PC
Do You Want to Lose Up to
4 Pounds a Week
by Spring Break?
Contact us today!

The clinic specializes in weight loss with close medical supervision.
Visit us online and complete our patient questionnaire to get started today!

Call Today to Schedule Your Appointment
662.232.8005 • 1.888.232.8005
317 Heritage Drive, Suite 1 • Oxford
www.universitywmc.com
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Scholtz sets the tone atop the Rebel Netters’ lineup
BY MATT SIGLER
mcsigler@olemiss.edu

ADDISON DENT | The Daily Mississippian

Freshman Nik Scholtz prepares to serve in this past week’s 7-0 sweep of Southern Miss.
Scholtz has paired with junior Jonas Lutjen for a 3-0 record at No. 2 doubles and holds a
1-1 record at No. 1 singles this season.

AUSTIN MCAFEE | The Daily Mississippian

Lafayette quarterback Jeremy Liggins answers questions from members of the Ole Miss media after he committed to LSU last night at Irie on the Oxford Square. Liggins led Lafayette to
two Class 4A state titles and accounted for more than 2,500 yards of total offense in 2011.

LIGGINS,

continued from page 1

said. “They all gave me the
opportunity to come in and
play quarterback.”
Liggins remained uncommitted throughout the entire
recruiting process until Monday night, but the quarterback said he made his decision to go with LSU about a
week ago and told Miles of his
decision on Sunday.
“I really wasn’t sure until
about a week ago,” he said.
“There was just something

deep down inside of my heart,
telling me that LSU was where
I belong and that’s what I went
with; what I felt. “
Before leaving after his announcement, Liggins was
asked if there was any chance
he could be swayed toward
Ole Miss, who he said finished a “close” second, or any
other school. He definitively
shot down any chances of that
happening.
“It’s over. Go Tigers.”

The road to American college tennis has not been an
easy one for redshirt freshman Nik Scholtz. The South
African native made his collegiate debut this past Thursday
against Southern Miss.
In the 7-0 sweep of the
Golden Eagles, he paired with
junior Jonas Lutjen for an 8-2
win at No. 2 doubles and won
in straight sets 6-2, 6-3 at No.
1 singles.
“Obviously there were a little bit of nerves with it being
my first match for Ole Miss,”
Scholtz said.
“I’ve been waiting a year
and a half for this, so it’s been
a long wait. I’m glad I got it
under my belt.”
Scholtz looks to be in top
form for the No. 23 ranked
Ole Miss men’s tennis team.
Chadwick liked what he saw
from the freshman in his first
match.
“We’ve seen a lot of good
things about him,” Chadwick
said.
“Any time you’re making

your debut and you’re playing
at the top position, it’s going to
be tough. I thought he did an
excellent job.”
When he arrived at Ole
Miss, Scholtz was looking to
make an immediate impact
any way he could.
However, he was sidelined
for his first year and also suffered a stress fracture in his
pelvis this past fall.
Scholtz, the top-ranked junior player in South Africa,
entered the season as one of
the most anticipated players
to watch for head coach Billy
Chadwick and fans.
His journey from Caledon,
South Africa, to Oxford began last year when he first visited a place he knew very little
about.
“I had never taken an official
visit,” Scholtz said.
“I didn’t know what to expect. I think with a place like
Oxford, though, adapting was
a lot easier. I love this place,
and people have been good to
me here.”
Scholtz and his teammates
have high hopes for the season.

The Rebels are off to a 2-1
start in the dual match season,
dropping a close 4-3 match
to No. 24 Tennessee in the
ITA Kick-Off final after a 4-0
sweep of Oklahoma in the first
round of the ITA Kick-Off.
Scholtz won the first set at
No. 1 singles against No. 15
Oklahoma before his match
was suspended after Ole Miss
clinched a 4-0 win, while he
lost in three sets 4-6, 6-4, 3-6
at No. 1 singles against Tennessee.
“We have a great team this
semester, and we’re looking
forward to possibly winning
the SEC championship and
maybe winning the national
championship,” Scholtz said.
“We are definitely one of the
top teams in the country this
year.
“I’ve heard guys say when
you get to that level of play,
the margin of error is so small.
The national championship is
in your head, but you have to
stay focused. With a little luck
we can do it. Staying away
from injuries is key, and it’s
early to tell, but talent-wise,
we have the ability.”
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sports briefs
YOUNG SHINES,
LEADS OLE MISS AT
KENTUCKY MEET
The Ole Miss track and field
team put together a fantastic performance this weekend at the Rod
McCravy Memorial meet hosted
by the University of Kentucky at
Nutter Field House.
Senior Isiah Young had a breakthrough performance in the short
sprints on Kentucky’s oversized,
flat indoor track to lead the No. 21
nationally ranked Ole Miss men.
A former standout at Allen
Community College, Young
claimed first place in the 60 meters and 200 meters on Saturday.
He burst into the top five in the
school record books with a 60-meter time of 6.62, which also ranks
him top five in the nation this year.
He later won the 200 meters with
a time of 21.28, which ranks him
top five in school history in the
event and top 15 in the nation this
year.
Senior All-American Caleb Lee
claimed the long jump title with a
measurement of 24-08.25, which
ranks him 19th in the country this
year. Junior All-American Ricky
Robertson came in second with a
jump of 24-01.75.
Ole Miss was very impressive in
the jumps all weekend and went
1-2-3 in the men’s triple jump.
Sophomore Kentrell Sanders
won the event (50-09.25) while junior Morris Kersh was runner-up
(50-08.25) and Robertson finished
third (50-07.50). All three of them
produced marks that rank them in
the top 25 nationally this year.
Freshman Sam Kendricks once
again continued to perform above
his school classification. The Oxford native earned a third-place
finish in the pole vault with a
height of 16-11.50. He came into
the meet ranked top 20 nationally
in the event.
On the women’s side, junior
Jazmin Miller placed second in
the weight throw behind national
leader Jeneva McCall of Southern Illinois with a personal-best
mark of 64-04.00, which continues to rank her second in the
weight throw in the school record
book. Miller now ranks top 25 in
the nation in the event.

Junior Neal Tisher captured the yards. He was an All-SEC honorpole vault title with a height of 13- ee in 2010 and named Ole Miss’
02.25, and junior Deonna Walton Most Valuable Senior by the Jackwon the long jump with a jump of son Touchdown Club in 2011.
19-09.50 (ranks her 32nd nationOther Rebels that have played
ally).
in all-star games this postseason
Junior Sofia Hellberg-Jonsen include Kentrell Lockett and
continues to perform well in the Bradley Sowell in the East-West
800 meters this year. Her person- Shrine Game, Wayne Dorsey in
al-best time of 2:10.51 on Satur- the Casino Del Sol Game and
day gave her a third-place finish in Enrique Davis in the Battle of
Lexington and ranks her among Florida.
the country’s top 40 this season.
Junior All-American Marci Vote For Reginald
Morman produced a third-place Buckner For GEICO
finish in the triple jump (40-04.00) Play Of The Year
while senior Kristin Bridges finished third in the 400 meters with
Ole Miss junior forward Regia time of 54.80.
nald Buckner’s emphatic block on
Ole Miss saw stellar perfor- Mississippi State’s Wendell Lewis
mances in the mile by both Kelsey on Jan. 18 is nominated for the
Breathitt and Anne Threlkeld. GEICO Play of the Year, InterBreathitt clocked a personal- sport announced Monday.
best 5:03.49 to continue to rank
Midway through the second
top five in school history in the half with the Rebels leading their
event, and Threlkeld turned in a in-state rivals 53-47, Bulldog for5:07.43.
ward Wendell Lewis went up for
Senior Logan Waites placed went up for a two-handed jam
fifth in the 3,000 meters with a but was met by the long arms of
time of 9:48.47 while sophomore Buckner. The big man provided
Kayleigh Skinner finished in the help defense just in time and sent
top 10 also with a personal-best Lewis’ attempt back with authortime of 9:52.55. Waites already ity.
holds the school record in the
Rebel fans can vote for Buckevent (9:41.22) while Skinner now ner’s block as the GEICO Play
ranks second all-time among Ole of the Year via the official FaceMiss athletes in the 3,000 meters. book page, www.Facebook.com/
The Rebels will take a break BestofCollegeBasketball.
from competition next weekend
Each week for eight weeks, four
and return to action Feb. 11 at the incredible college basketball plays
Tyson Invitational in Fayetteville, will be nominated as the GEICO
Ark.
Play of the Year. Each week’s
winner will be determined by fan
Bolden Becomes
voting, and the eight finalists will
Fifth Rebel In Allcompete in a week-long competition to determine the GEICO
Star Action
Play of the Year. The winner will
A fifth Ole Miss Rebel is par- be announced during the GEICO
ticipating in a postseason all-star Best of College Basketball special,
game, as Brandon Bolden com- which airs March 25 at 1 p.m. ET
petes in the Players All-Star Clas- on CBS.
sic Saturday in Little Rock.
In addition to recognizing the
The inaugural event will kick season’s top plays, the one-hour
off at 3 p.m. CT at War Memori- CBS special will relive the season’s
al Stadium, AT&T Field and will greatest moments, players and
be televised live on both Comcast traditions. The show reviews the
/Charter Sports Southeast (CSS) GEICO Best of 2012 Basketball
and Cox Sports Television (CST). Tour, an interactive fan experiA running back from Baton ence that visits 10 marquee games
Rouge, La., Bolden finished his throughout the basketball season.
career ranked second in school
After voting for Buckner, Ole
history in both total touchdowns Miss fans can even share their
and rushing TDs, third in all-pur- vote with their Facebook friends.
pose yards and fourth in rushing Week five voting opened Monday,
Jan. 30 and ends Monday, Feb. 6
at 11:59 a.m. ET.

Rebels Prepared To
Host GARC Foe No.
11 Memphis
After dropping a heartbreaker
to Air Force Sunday in Charleston, the No. 6 Ole Miss rifle team
will look to bounce back Wednesday as the Rebels host GARC foe
Memphis in a match set to begin
at 8:30 a.m. at the Patricia C. Lamar National Guard Readiness
Center.
All Ole Miss home matches are
free to the public.

Rebels drop close 4-3 match to
Tennessee in ITA Kick-Off final
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. – The
No. 23 nationally ranked Ole
Miss men’s tennis team got off to
a slow start against No. 24 Tennessee in the final round of the
ITA Kick-Off Weekend, but got
back in the match and held a 3-2
lead, before the Vols won the final two matches for a 4-3 victory
here Monday night at the Goodfriend Indoor Tennis Center.
With the loss, Ole Miss falls
to 2-1 on the season, while Tennessee (4-1) advances to the ITA
National Team Indoor Final 16.
“We’re extremely disappointed obviously,” head coach Billy
Chadwick said. “We didn’t play
well in the doubles, but even after losing the point, we still had a
chance to win it in the end. We
didn’t play as well as we’re capable of playing. When you aren’t
playing your best, sometimes you
need a little luck to go your way,
and we didn’t get any today.”
The doubles point is just one
point, but Tennessee gained the
early momentum by capturing
it with wins on courts one and
three in that order. The twin
duo of Marcel Thiemann and
Chris Thiemann lost 8-3 to UT’s
Hunter Reese and Mikelis Libietis and then William Kallberg
and Johan Backstrom dropped
their match to Jarryd Chaplin and Peter Nagovnak 8-6 on
court three. The Rebels were
leading the No. 2 match 6-4.
Ole Miss won three first sets in
singles as did Tennessee. In one
of those matches, Marcel Thiemann downed Vol Brandon
Fickey 6-2, 6-1 at No. 2 singles
to put the Rebels on the board.
“Marcel played really well at No.
2 both days,” Chadwick said.
Tennessee regained the lead
when Chaplin defeated Kallberg 6-3, 6-4 at No. 4, handing
the Rebel freshman just his second loss of the early season.
“This was one match, where
we felt like the match-up didn’t
favor us,” Chadwick said.
“Chaplin just slices the ball all
the time and rushes you. It was
tough for William to get anything going.”
Court six was one of the
matches where Tennessee won
the first set, but Backstrom
turned the tide against Vol Taylor Patrick. The Swede won the
second set 6-4 and dominated
the third 6-0 to even the overall
score at 2.
“Backy didn’t play well in the
first set, but he fought hard and
won the second set and then
played a great third set,” Chadwick said.
The Rebels took the lead
momentarily when Chris Thiemann finished off UT’s Edward
Jones in straight sets at No. 5.
Jones was serving for the first set
at 5-4 when he appeared to roll
his ankle. Thiemann was able to
break and ultimately rally to win

ADDISON DENT | The Daily Mississippian

Seniors Marcel and Chris Thiemann talks
in between points in this past week’s 7-0
sweep of Southern Miss.

a tiebreaker 7-6(5) after trailing
in that 4-1. He took advantage
of Jones’ limited mobility to win
the second set 6-2 giving his
team the 3-2 lead.
In a battle between two freshmen at No. 1 singles, two breaks
of serve decided the win in UT’s
favor. Nik Scholtz was broken
by the Vol’s Libietis to drop the
first set 6-4. The South African
won the second set 6-4, but Liebietis gained a break at 3-2 in the
third and held for 6-3 to even the
match at 3.
“Libietis is a big hitter. It was
just a few points here and there
that decided the first set. After
we got the second set, it was 5050. We knew whoever made a
mistake first would probably
lose,” Chadwick said.
All eyes then turned to No.
3 singles and a battle between
junior Jonas Lutjen and UT
freshman Reese. Lutjen looked
strong in the first set, winning it
6-1, but Reese hung in to win
the second set 7-5. Reese then
broke Lutjen to start the final set
and later gained another break.
He served for the match at 5-2,
but Lutjen staved off two match
points for the break. At 30-30 on
his serve, Lutjen missed into the
net, and then Reese hit a passing
shot by him for 6-3 to clinch the
4-3 win for the Vols.
“We were so close at three, up
a set and 5-4, 30-15 in the second. Jonas had a look and the
guy guessed right at the net and
ended up winning that game
and then breaking,” Chadwick
said.
“We have to bounce back and
get ready to face a very good
Mississippi State team next
week. They lost a tough match
to Texas A&M in their final, so
we’ll see who can rebound.”
The Rebels and Bulldogs will
meet in the annual River Hills
Mississippi Cup Thursday, Feb.
9 in Jackson at the River Hills
Tennis Club. The match begins
at 5 p.m. For tickets, call (601)
987-4438.
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CLASSIFIEDS
INFORMATION
To place your ad in The
Daily Mississippian
Classifieds section, visit:
http://www.thedmonline.
com/classifieds.
The DEADLINE to place, correct
or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one
day in advance. The Daily Mississippian is published Monday
through Friday year round,
when school is in session.

Classified ads must be
prepaid.
All major credit cards accepted.
RATES:
- $ . 25 per word per day
- 15-word minimum
- No minimum run
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Weekend Rental
weekend rentals Football availability online now. www.oxfordtownhouse.
com/ EventAvailability.aspx (662)8016692

Miscellaneous
PREGNANCY TEST CENTER Pregnancy Testing... Limited Ultrasound...
Facts, Options and Support... Free and
Confidential. wwwpregnancyoxford.com
234-4414

Full-time
hAIRSTYLIST NEEDED Call Kevin
Crawford 662-281-1234 or cell 662-5500038

Part-time
BARTENDING $250/ Day Potential
No Experience Necessary. Training
Available. 1-800-965-6520 Ext 155
studentpayouts.com Paid Survey
Takers Needed In Oxford. 100% FREE
To Join! Click On Surveys.
Old Venice Now Hiring Hostesses
& Servers. Applicants need to be bright,
enthusiastic and friendly. Apply in person. 662-236-OVPC

Jumbo Headline - $3
Big Headline - $2
Bold Text - extra $ . 50 per
word

To place your ad online:
www.thedmonline.com/classifieds

The DM reserves the right to
refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or questionable
products or services.

201 BISHOP HALL
662.915.5503

Homes for Sale
FOR SALE LARGE home divided into
3 apartments READY TO RENT - great
investment property. Walking distance to
Campus and Square. 1/2 acre lot. Private Parking. $289K. (662)202-7889

Apartment for Rent
SUBLEASE 1 BD/1 BA apt. available
for spring semester. $759 w/ Cable &
Internet included. Pet friendly. (662)6143152
Available Nov. 1st Apartment for
rent at The Cove. 2BD $605/ month,
$605/ security deposit.(662)234-1422

Aaa self storage

Climate and non-climate units 5x5 to
10x20 closest to campus 662-513-0199
www.myoxfordstorage.com

House for Rent
For rent LARGE home divided into
3 apartments. 4 bed, 4 bath, 3 kitchens,
2 wash/ dry, PetSafe underground dog
fence, private parking, huge back yard.
Walk to Square and Campus. Utilities
included. Will rent entire house or individual units. (662)202-7889
3BDR/3BA house 8 Davis Springs.
$950 a month; WSG included. Call
James R. Davis at (662)513-0011.
3bd/ 2.5 bth aspen ridge Available
now, furnished. $1200. 3BD/3BTH 1006
Creekside $900 2BD/1BTH $550 Lafayette Land (662)513-0011

Monday

Thurs -Sat

$1 Karaoke Night

We’ will always do

$1 Keystone
$.25 Wings
$1 Drafts
$1 Shots
$1 PBR

$1 Keystone
$.25 Wings
$ PBR

Room for Rent
Room for rent Bedroom in house
on 1 acres wooded lot, full house access, non-smoker.
j.toddnewton@yahoo.com
ROOMMATE WANTED Female. 3BR3BA house in College Hill area. Call
6015805753 for more details.

Condo for Rent
3 Br, 2 Ba, Fully furnished condo at The
Park (one Br furnished as an office with
sleeper sofa). Close to Square and campus. Washer/ Dryer, Pool, Fitness Center. Cable/ Internet included. All utilities
except electricity. $1000 per month for
12 month lease or $1200 for month to
month. (601)896-3817

$.25 Wings
3 for 1 Madras

Tuesday

Ladies NIght

$1PBR
$1 Drafts
$.25 Wings
$1 Keystone

Wednesday
Pint Night
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By Jim davis
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TODAY’SMAZE

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

SUDOKU© Puzzles by Pappocom

HOW
HOW TO
TO PLAY
PLAY
Complete
Complete the
the grid
grid so
so
that
that every
every row,
row, column
column
and
and 3x3
3x3 box
box contains
contains the
the
numbers
numbers 11 through
through 99 with
with
no
no repeats
repeats

DIFFICULTY
DIFFICULTY LEVEL
LEVEL

7/21/2010

M
D
R
u
o
y
e
l
c
y
c
Re

Fine
Con Brio
Forte
Maestro
Piano
Vivo
Ad Libitum

Con Forza
Glissando
Meno
Poco
Cantabile
Con Moto
Grave

Molto
Ritardando
Sharp
Tone
Allegro
Scale
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Baseball practice report: position-by-position breakdown

AUSTIN MCAFEE | The Daily Mississippian

Members of the Ole Miss baseball team open spring practice this past weekend at Swayze Field. The Diamond Rebels open the season at
TCU on Friday, Feb. 17, the first of a three-game series.
AUSTIN MCAFEE | The Daily Mississippian

Senior shortstop Blake Newalu throws a ball across the diamond in Saturday’s intersquad
scrimmage.

BY DAVID COLLIER
dlcollie@olemiss.edu

Pitchers:
While there is still a lot to be determined in this young pitching
staff, one thing is clear: there is
depth. The weekend starters are
not yet set, but it looks as though
freshman Bobby Wahl and senior
R.J. Hively will take the hill on
Fridays and Saturdays, respectively, for the Rebels. The Sunday
spot seems to be down to three
guys, but it’s anyone’s battle at the
start of spring practice.
“Coach (Mike Bianco) has said
that whoever performs the best is
going to get the weekend spots,
so we’ll see what happens,” Wahl
said.
Sophomore Mike Mayers may
have a slight lead at the moment
with a season of SEC experience
under his belt. However, freshmen Josh Laxer and Hawtin Buchanan, as well as juniors Tanner
Bailey and Dylan Chavez, are
right there in the mix. Look for
Mayers to take the Sunday spot
to start the season with two of the
other four pitchers to fill the midweek spots.
“(Mayers’) slider is something
he’s worked on since last year,”
head coach Mike Bianco said. “I
think it’s just normal progression.
He pitched over 50 innings last
season, which is a ton for a freshman. The slider is better, but I
think he’s better all around.”
Junior Brett Huber will be
counted on in the late innings of
the game and fill the closer’s role
as he did his freshman year.
“Right now, I’m just working
on commanding the strike zone
and stuff like that,” Huber said.
“I’m just working on being more
consistent out there. Last year I
had some problems with that.”
Catcher:
The battle going on behind the

plate may be the most intriguing heading into spring practice.
Sophomore Will Allen leads the
race, but senior Taylor Hightower, junior Kody Sepulveda and
freshman Austin Knight are all
making a push for playing time.
“Being an SEC Division 1
athlete, you’ve got to love competition,” Allen said. “You’ve got
to love fighting for (the starting
spot), but at the end of the day,
we are all great friends. We call
each other to come to the cages
and get some defensive work in.
“We’re working hard, and
we’re competing. But we’re still
great friends and putting the
team first.”
The key to this battle is defensive skills behind the plate, which
Bianco puts a premium on. If
Allen can keep his defensive mistakes to a minimum, this will be
his job to lose. Hightower has the
most experience by far, but he
has to be more consistent at the
plate.
“Will has been the leader of
those guys,” Bianco said. “He’s
done the most to this point. You
want them all to play well. They
have all improved. Watching them
work, I’m really impressed.”
First Base:
For the first season in quite
some time, first base seems to provide both consistency and depth.
There’s no doubt that senior
Matt Snyder will hold down the
fort there as long as his body will
allow him to. The key for Snyder
is to play smart and protect himself from injury. Backing up Snyder will be freshman Sikes Orvis.
He shows a load of potential with
a steady glove and a solid bat.
Second Base:
If there is one position on the
field that Bianco doesn’t need to
worry about, it’s at second base.
Junior Alex Yarbrough is arguably the Rebels’ most complete

and consistent player, fielding his
position well, hitting for power
and hitting for average. In the preseason, Yarbrough was named as
one of the top 10 middle infielders in the nation by the scouting
service Perfect Game. Freshman
Jake Overbey, Preston’s younger
brother, will back up Yarbrough
and add valuable depth to the
position.
Shortstop:
At shortstop, the battle is between senior Blake Newalu and
sophomore Austin Anderson. It
remains to be seen who has the
edge right now, but you may
very well see a platoon situation
in which both play significant innings at the position. Both players have the ability to play other
infield positions, so the backup
will provide a utility infielder and
pinch hitter off the bench.
Third Base:
After struggling to find the
right guy at third base this past
season, junior college transfer
Andrew Mistone looks to be the
clear leader with a big bat and
solid defense at the hot corner.
Sophomore Preston Overbey,
who could also play first base as
well as the corner outfield positions, looks to be a second option
at the position.
Outfield:
The Ole Miss outfield will see
a lot of different guys with the
amount of depth this team offers
this season. The most likely candidates to start the season opener
at TCU are junior Tanner Mathis in left, freshman Will Jamison in center and senior Zach
Kirksey in right. Mathis is one of
the most consistent guys on the
team, so expect to see him somewhere in the outfield. Jamison is
a highly thought-of freshman,
whose speed has been compared
to former Rebel Jordan Henry
and may give Bianco the luxury
of having Mathis move from center to left. Kirksey provides a big
bat in the line up, but he will need
to cut down on his strikeouts sig-

nificantly to be a more significant
contributor this season. Other
guys who will play in the outfield
include Overbey, freshman twosport athlete Senquez Golson
and freshman Auston Bousfield.
Both Golson and Bousfield provide great defense in the outfield,
but they will need time to adjust
to collegiate pitching.
“Depth isn’t just about being
able to play different line-ups or
moving guys around. It’s not just
from the football standpoint that
if someone gets hurt, you have
another guy to replace him,” Bianco said. “To me, one of the biggest things it does is put a lot of
pressure on them. Day in and day
out, they’re standing next to third

base, shortstop or centerfield and
realizing everything counts.
“Every ground ball counts. Every batting cage counts. I think it
works two-fold. One, it kind of
pressurizes them in the fall and
the spring where they are used to
that pressure every day having to
make plays. But then also, it almost relieves the pressure knowing if they’re not getting the job
done, we can put someone else
in.”
Designated Hitter:
To start the season, Preston
Overbey will more than likely find
himself in this role, but Snyder
and Orvis are both candidates at
this spot depending on who plays
first base for the Rebels.
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Lafayette County’s Jeremy Liggins commits to LSU

“

It wasn’t as hard
as people made it
out to be. I felt like I
had to be respected,
too, because this is
my hometown. It’s
not just Ole Miss.
I grew up here. I
wasn’t just doing it
to go against Ole
Miss. I was doing
it to support my
hometown

”

Jeremy Liggins ,

Lafayette High School
quarterback
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TOP: Lafayette quarterback Jeremy Liggins picks up the LSU helmet from a table that includes an Ole Miss helmet, among others, representing his commitment to the Tigers.
BELOW: Lafayette quarterback Jeremy Liggins scrambles in a game this past season. Liggins is rated a three-star prospect by both Rivals.com and Scout.com.
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Monday night at Irie on
the Square, Lafayette High
School quarterback and Oxford native Jeremy Liggins
stood up and faced a capacity crowd with five helmets
of college teams on the table.
Those five helmets represented Alabama, LSU, Ole Miss,
Mississippi State and Auburn.
Quickly, Liggins reached out
and grabbed the LSU helmet,
saying simply, “Go Tigers,
baby.”
For many, the thought of
Liggins choosing a school other than Ole Miss on the Oxford Square seemed strange,
but the 6’4,” 275-pound quarterback said that wasn’t really
the case.
“It wasn’t as hard as people
made it out to be,” he said. “I
felt like I had to be respected,
too, because this is my hometown. It’s not just Ole Miss. I

grew up here. I wasn’t just doing it to go against Ole Miss.
I was doing it to support my
hometown.”
Once the announcement
was over and done with, Liggins was pleased with the decision he made.
“I just thought I made a
great decision because I believe in LSU football, the
coaching staff and the players,” he said. “I felt like I
was wanted there, you know?
That’s the thing about it. I
wanted to go to a program
that was going to help me win
and get to the next level.”
One of the main reasons
Liggins cited for choosing the
Tigers over Ole Miss and Mississippi State was the relationship and trust he built with
LSU head coach Les Miles.
“He’s been telling me that
I’m his guy,” Liggins said.
“He never changed his word,
not one bit, and that’s why I
stuck with coach Les Miles.”
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Because of his size, there
has been a lot of talk about
Liggins switching positions
at the next level and not being able to stay at quarterback. Liggins, rated a threestar prospect by both Rivals.
com and Scout.com, said
LSU wants him as a quarterback and that his final three
schools, LSU, Ole Miss and
Mississippi State, all shared
that opinion.
“That’s why I stuck with all
three of these schools,” he
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